
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

What are you most worried about for this class?
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Section Learning Objectives

1 Clarify topics introduced in lecture

2 Practice using statistic tools and concepts

3 Apply statistic tools to answer real world questions that you
are interested in



Section Details

Formal

Every Wednesday from 5-5:50pm and 6-6:50pm

TM 102 (Except for Week 4 in the computer lab)

Participation is 10% of your grade (Full participation points
awarded with 7 section attendances)

Participation based on check-in activity

Informal

This is your time to ask questions and get clarification

Be okay with trial and error - Practice will help!

Get to know your classmates and work together

Bring pencil and paper



How can I get help?

Go to Office Hours

SSB 346

Tuesdays 9-11am and by appointment

llee@ucsd.edu

https://sites.google.com/site/ucsdlaurenlee/home/teaching

Go to Lecture

Do Practice Problems

Examples in discussion section

Odd problems and answers in the back of the book

Practice problems posted on website



Course Tools

https://sites.google.com/site/ucsdlaurenlee/home/teaching

https://sites.google.com/site/ucsdlaurenlee/home/teaching


Course Tools

TritonEd website

https://tritoned.ucsd.edu

VPN access

https://blink.ucsd.edu/technology/network/connections/off-
campus/VPN/index.html

UCSD Academic Integrity Policy

https://academicintegrity.ucsd.edu



Introductions

Name (Nickname)

Class Year and College

Major

An Interest or a Hobby



Hypothesis Review: Vocabulary

Unit of Analysis/Case/Fact: entities from which
measurements are taken

Law: Generalized expectations about how properties relate to
each other

Hypothesis: Our guess about laws – Makes a prediction that
can be empirically tested

Theory: Broader generalized knowledge to explain WHY
properties relate in the way we hypothesize



Hypotheses

A good hypothesis has...

1 An independent variable

2 A dependent variable



Hypotheses

A good hypothesis has...

1 An independent variable: the causal agent or treatment

2 A dependent variable: the expected outcome



Hypothesis practice

With a partner specify the independent and dependent properties.

1 Republicans are more supportive of the military than are
Democrats

2 College graduates earn more than do high school graduates

3 Democratic countries are more likely to engage in military
conflict than are non-democratic countries



Hypothesis practice

Go to http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/jop/current

With a partner:
1 Choose an article

Mummolo: Modern Police Tactics
Aytac: Relative Economic Performance
Margolis: How Politics Affects Religion
Levendusky: Americans, Not Partisans
Malik and Stone: Corporate Influence
Hong: How Natural Resources

2 Read the abstract

3 Identify the independent and dependent variables

Then, find another pair, read each other’s abstracts and compare
your conclusions about the IV and DV

http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/toc/jop/current


Hypothesis Practice



Hypotheses

A good hypothesis is:

Falsifiable
Falsifiability can be affected by:

Lack of clarity (Women are more liberal than men)
Lack of direction (Gender and liberalism are related)
No explicit comparison group (Women are liberal)
Containing normative judgements (Liberals are god)

Not immediately verifiable

A statement is verifiable if it can be proved true or false with
limited investigation.
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Hypotheses

A good hypothesis is:

Falsifiable
Falsifiability can be affected by:

Lack of clarity (Women are more liberal than men)
Lack of direction (Gender and liberalism are related)
No explicit comparison group (Women are liberal)
Containing normative judgements (Liberals are god)

Not immediately verifiable

A statement is verifiable if it can be proved true or false with
limited investigation.

How can we write a better hypothesis? Women are more
supportive of welfare spending than men



The logic of causation

We want to do more than say two properties might be related. We
also need to know:

Why they are related?

How do we know they are related?



The logic of causation

We want to do more than say two properties might be related. We
also need to know:

Why they are related?

Indirect confirmation provides a logical reason for the causal
direction (also called a theory or theory sketch)

How do we know they are related?

Direct confirmation is the test of our hypothesis.



Theory practice

I hypothesize that, Students who get more sleep before an
exam will score higher than students that get less sleep.

With a partner:

1 Identify the IV and DV

2 Write a 2-3 sentence theory to explain the relationship

3 Describe one way you could test this hypothesis. Include ideas
for measuring the IV and DV.



Confounds

But is gets a little trickier...

A confound:

Causes changes in the dependent variable AND is correlated
with the independent variable (In other words, it affects both
the IV and DV)

Can be causally prior to the independent variable



Confounds

So what do we do?

1 Conduct probabilistic tests (the IV usually affects the DV in
the manner we expect)

2 Follow 4 criteria

Establish temporal ordering
Establish correlation
Establish the causal mechanism (develop a theory)
Rule out confounds



Causality Practice

Come back to the sleep and exam activity, analyze your theory and
test in light of the four criteria for causality

Temporal ordering (what has to come first?)

Correlation (what would we want to see?)

Causal mechanism (is the theory plausible?)

Confounds (what else could affect both the IV and DV?)


